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Executive summary
•

This document has been prepared by a sub-group formed by Boxgrove Parish Council
in 2016 as a submission for funds from WSCC Community Highways Scheme to
improve the lives of the residents of the Parish.

•

The group was appointed to address the issues raised by the residents over the last
20 years but more recently through the Neighbourhood Plan consultation process in
2015.

•

The main problem of fear, intimidation and lack of well-being felt by the residents is
caused by inappropriate driving through The Street in Boxgrove which is the main
artery for movement in the village. The volume of vehicles using The Street rather
than the ‘by-pass’ along the A27 and A285 via the Temple Bar interchange negatively
impacts on the villagers due to the noise, emissions and general disrespect by drivers
of the walking or cycle-riding public.

•

This submission is fully supported by the elected representatives on the relevant
Councils at Parish, District and County Council levels.

•

It outlines the steps already taken by the community to alleviate the issues and then
identifies where help, in terms of expertise and funding, is still felt to be required.

•

The document considers the problem and how it impacts the residents in three broad
locations, in the vicinity of the school, prioritising the safety of our children, at the
entrances to the village and life in the village centre. It identifies the particular needs
of the different groups living in the village accounting for their routes and physical
abilities.

•

Positive attention is made to seek ways to encouraging alternative, sustainable modes
of transport by residents, users and visitors to the village.

•

The submission also considers the impact on the built environment of the
Conservation Area, on our historic assets and on the sustainability of local businesses.

•

Included in the submission in Appendix 1 is a draft Highways Improvement Scheme
Priority Assessment Scorecard which we believe shows that our submission has
considerable merit, thereby potentially attracting the necessary funding from both the
Community Highway Scheme (CHS) and Local Transport Improvement Program (LTIP).
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Introduction
This document is written to support our submission for
funding from West Sussex County Council’s (WSCC)
Community Highways Scheme (CHS) for improvements to the
infrastructure of Boxgrove village by rebalancing the
movement of people and traffic whilst enhancing a ‘sense of
place’ and improving accessibility.
Boxgrove Village is dominated by The Street which runs
north-south between the A285 to the north and the A27 to
the south. It suffers from the effects of the congestion on the
A27 and forms part of the informal northern by-pass
particularly during rush hour periods. (see map on page 11)
The new village sign

Most of the residents of the village
live in the developments to the
west of The Street but along it
there are many older houses. There
is also the village school, village
hall, alms-houses, where many
elderly residents live and a thriving
village shop and café. Boxgrove is
serviced by a highly valued, twice
hourly bus service (#55) to and
from Chichester via St Richards
Hospital. There are two stops on
either side of The Street.

The Alms Houses

To the east of The Street is the historically
important Church of St Mary and St Blaise and
the ruins of Boxgrove Priory. The Priory is now
in the care of English Heritage, while the
church, which once formed part of the Priory,
is used as the parish church for Boxgrove and
Halnaker. There is also the St Blaise church
hall. Further to the east are many public rights
of way (PROW’s) and agricultural land
including the Tinwood Estate Vineyard, walks
to Halnaker Windmill and to the South Downs
National Park (SDNP) beyond.
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The Priory

Throughout the village, the use of
handmade clay tiles, thatch, red or blue
brick, and most importantly, local flint,
occasionally decorated with chips of
flint (galletting), provide a distinct
character. Most of the buildings lining
The Street are in the Conservation Area
which includes 16 listed buildings and
10 ‘positive’ important buildings
identified in the Character Appraisal.
(See Appendix 6)
Flint cottages with handmade clay roof tiles

This appraisal carried out in 2010 was commissioned by Chichester District Council (CDC)
and as one of its recommendations suggested the following:
“The Parish Council, District Council and County Council engineers could consider methods of
‘traffic calming’ to reduce traffic speed through Boxgrove, perhaps by the creation of
chicanes with priority to vehicles leaving the village. The creation of additional pavements in
parts of The Street to serve pedestrians would also be welcome. All traffic measures must
however be carefully designed, using traditional materials and low-key details with the
minimum of signage, so that the character of the conservation area is not adversely
affected.”
In 2015 Boxgrove Parish Council formed a
team to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan
(NP) which is expected to be adopted in
mid-2018.
This process was started by
commissioning a survey of the residents
who were asked for their views on the
strengths and weaknesses of the
community. Overwhelmingly most
residents (82%) identified speed of traffic
as the worst aspect of Boxgrove followed
by volume of traffic (53%) and the need
for improved pedestrian safety (44%)

Flint cottages with handmade clay roof tiles or thatch

The Boxgrove Parish Council sought advice in 2016 from Hamilton-Baillie Associates and
subsequently formed a Traffic Calming Group to investigate and to make recommendations.
This group has been studying the issue since this time and has prepared this submission. It is
also our intention to prepare a similar submission for Halnaker.
Throughout the ensuing period this group has held consultative surgeries alongside the NP
process to seek the views of residents and present back to them the studies that have been
done.
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The same NP survey data identified very
positive responses to the facilities in the village
such as the church, the school, the shop, pub
and village hall (72%). Also access to the
countryside and the South Downs (73%) was
very important. Taking the strengths and
weaknesses parts of the survey together, one
of the key issues impacting the residents is
their ability to get around the village on foot
enjoying these facilities in a safe way,
unencumbered by speeding vehicles.
The Church

During the Traffic Calming Group discussions, meetings with the residents and the Parish
Councillors, it has become clear that the well-being of the residents is a wider issue than just
speeding vehicles and that there are many other initiatives that the residents can deal with
themselves. To this end action has been taken:
•

To prevent inconsiderate and damaging
parking on grass verges, posts have been
strategically installed throughout the village.

•

Taking community action against unsociable
driving by establishing a Community Speed
Watch group to discourage inappropriate
speeding and behaviour using Operation
Crackdown.

Example of verge posts

•

Making more of the physical assets of The Street ensuring signage kept to a
minimum and the addition of strategically placed planters and other feel
good factors, creating a ‘sense of place’.

•

Improving litter and dog waste bin provision and storage of waste and
recycling bins to ensure the place is tidy and sustainable.

•

Supporting the village shop
in its ambition to become a
more sustainable business
and community hub
diversifying into a
destination and meeting
place with cafe and
restaurant with themed
events.
The village shop
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•

Engaging with the school to create a School Safety Zone and Safe Route To
School. Involving the school children in road safety awareness culminating in
a contest to design ‘slow down’ posters which were publicly displayed.

•

Working with the Goodwood Estate team to encourage visitors to the hotel,
golf, Kennels and Waterbeach health centre club to use more appropriate
routes than along The Street by changing their literature and website
instructions.

•

Engaging with Goodwood in event traffic management to lessen the impact
on Boxgrove from their international events.

•

Installing a Village sign displaying the village
identities of the Village Hall, the Priory Ruins,
Boxgrove Man and Halnaker Windmill.

•

Conducting a week long village clean-up by
the residents to improve the environment
including verge/hedge maintenance, bus
shelter and signage jet washing and gutter
clearance.

•

Encouraging walkers to use the extensive
network of public footpaths accessible from
The Street. The PC has formed a group to
engage with the WSCC Warden Service to
ensure that these are well signposted,
maintained and accessible. Also, to suggest
new PROWs or permissible paths to create
circular walking routes.

•

The new village sign

Supporting the Police and the United Nations Slow Down Week by decorating
the village with entrance statements, high impact signage, banners and
bunting. This was also supported with newspaper articles and radio
interviews.

There are some other initiatives that we intend actioning either separately or as part of this
submission:

•

Making the place more pedestrian friendly and accessible to ease the
experience of walking on narrow pavements and crossing The Street.
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•

Encouraging more bus journeys by making the service easier to use and more
sustainable by improving bus stop provision, creating safer crossings, space
for waiting and improved accessibility.

•

Further improving the environment by encouraging residents to take
individual care of their properties, front gardens, verges and green spaces.

•

Managing of the Conservation Area to ensure our heritage is recognised,
maintained and a ‘sense of place’ enhanced for future generations.

•

Encouraging tourists and other visitors to the Heritage assets of the Priory
Ruins, the Church and Halnaker Windmill by providing safe sustainable
access, parking provision, bike storage and information boards.

•

Make more formalised parking provision outside the village shop.

•

Engaging with the Village hall,
St Blaise centre and the
Boxgrove Clinic as venues for
visitors and residents alike.
Encouraging alternative
transport use and creating
safe access for pedestrians.

The Boxgrove clinic

•

Encouraging more cycling by promoting more cautious driving in the village.

•

Engaging with Highways England to clarify road signage thereby discouraging
through traffic and making the most of the Temple Bar junction.

•

Improving the safety of our school children by defining a ‘Safe Route To
School’ route, regulated by a 20mph zone, which is safer and more
accessible.

•

Communicating and engaging with
parents to use alternative healthier
methods of transport to school –
walking, cycling. Supporting the
‘Walk to School’ initiative.

•

Supporting the Church and
churchgoers/visitors by improving a
safe access from the Village Hall car
park to the Church, St Blaise and
the Priory ruins.
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St Blaise Centre

As a community we believe that we have taken action or have plans to take action in the
matters within our control and budget. Our CHS submission is for technical and financial
help from WSCC to carry out the engineering solutions to positively address speeding
traffic and improve the lives of our residents and visitors.
Policy Compliance
We believe that our submission takes account of the strategic objectives of the West Sussex
Local Transport Plan 2011-26.
Furthermore, we have exceeded the community involvement criteria of the Government
White Paper ‘Making Sustainable Transport Happen’ and we have drawn upon the
qualitative aspects of the 2007 ‘Manual for Streets’ giving more priority to the movement of
people and emphasising the ‘sense of place’ of a residential street.
We have identified the key policy elements in more detail in Appendix 5.
Local Support
As mentioned earlier we have consulted extensively and have strong local support for our
proposals from the residents.
We have the full support of Jeremy Hunt, our County Councillor, Henry Potter, our District
Councillor, and the Boxgrove Parish Council in the aims of this submission.
We have also discussed at length our problems and potential solutions with WSCC Highways
experts, in particular, Chris Dye and Jon Forster who have given generously of their time and
experience. Recently we have also had discussions with Clare Faulkner about the School
Safety Zone and the bus stops as part of a Local Transport Improvement Program (LTIP). We
have included these elements in this submission for clarity and completeness.
We believe that our submission fulfils all
the requirements of the CHS and
consequently should score highly on the
assessment scorecard. To assist in this
end, we have included a summary of the
benefits of our submission in this format
later in Appendix 2.

Boxgrove village hall
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Comments from Residents during Consultations

20mph right
through the
village is a MUST

Need to slow vehicles by narrow
pavements and re-surface them

Definitely need village gates,
traffic needs slowing in both
directions
Ridiculous, recently
I have lost a kitten
to this road

Volume and
influence of
speeding traffic is
a growing
problem

The village should
be 20mph,
especially because
of the school

Need drop
kerbs at Bus
stops

Signage on A27
needs to point to
Temple Bar

The traffic is a serious issue, I
believe its traffic passing through
that causes a lot of issues with
speed

Introduce a 20mph, drivers
will still speed but it will be
less that 30mph+
Speed bumps or
traffic calming
measures through
village

We need better
signage regarding
speeding and
illuminated speed
signs like Halnaker

We would positively welcome attempts to contain and
control the volume and speed of traffic on The Street and to
positively discourage its use as a short cut to and from the
A27
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Boxgrove Location relative to A27 and A285

Halnaker

New Road.
Northern Traffic route
around Chichester
avoiding A27

A285 to
Petworth

Boxgrove

Tangmere

Temple Bar Interchange
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A27 to
Fontwell
(east) &
Chichester
(west)

Boxgrove map showing major buildings and bus stops

Village Entrance &
Pedestrian Crossing Point
Bus stop
Northbound
The Boxgrove
Clinic/studio

Village Hall
& Car Park

Bus stop
southbound

Almshouses

School
Priory Ruins

St Blaise Centre

St Blaise Church
Shop

Bus stop
southbound

Bus stop
northbound
Village Entrance
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Traffic Speed Overview – Data from WSCC survey November 2017
•

This group collected over 100,000 traffic records (speed and volume) during the first
half of 2017 and presented the findings to WSCC Highways.

•

All traffic data now used in this proposal has been collected by WSCC Highways and
made publicly available via the WSCC website. This data replaces the data collected
independently by the working group.

•

Full detail collected by WSCC at 3 points (north and South) over a one week period,
24hrs/7days, is shown in Appendix 1.

•

The graphs show actual speeds and speeds we feel appropriate for the village
environment (design speed). Mean average and 85th percentile data is shown.

•

In general at any time of the day, traffic is moving at speeds considered by residents
to be intimidating and unsafe. 82% of residents considered this to be their number
one priority and concern in the village.
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Summary of the proposed focus areas and implementation plan
The plans focus initially on the school area and a critical crossing point near the
school, followed by the north and south village entrance areas and the village
centre area.
Local Transport Improvement Plan (LTIP)
1)
2)
3)
4)

School Safety Zone
Almshouses Crossing
Bus stop buildout and drop kerb both sides, new pathway link
Bus stop relocation (southern)

Community Highway Scheme (CHS)
5) Northern gateway with signage and 20 or 30mph road roundel
6) Northern Pedestrian Courtesy Crossing and verge footway
7) Southern gateway with signage and 20 or 30mph road roundel
8) Lay-by and designated car bays in front of village shop
9) Added edge lining in centre and shop area
10) Courtesy crossing & build out at Church Lane
11) Southbound bus lay-by at Priory Close and crossing and linking footway
12) Build out south of parked cars at Priory Close
13) Centre white line removal through village
14) Drop kerb for cyclists at A27 bridge
15) Crouch cross lane roundabout/intersection redesign
16) 20mph speed limit
17) A27 signage – pursuing with Highways England via Parish Council

Additional future Village Enhancements (not detailed in this proposal)
a) Seating at the Bulge for bus passengers
b) Additional planting on Bulge
c) Possible bus shelter on Bulge
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Overview of proposals by location

Proposal 16: 20mph
through length of
village

Proposals 5&6: Village gates, crossing
and walkway.

Proposals 1,2 &3: School safety zone
and courtesy crossing.
Proposal 15:
Central village
roundabout effect.

Proposals 8,9,10: Courtesy crossing,
drop kerb, parking bays, roadside
marking.

Proposals 11,12 &13: Courtesy
crossing to bus stop, deleted centre
white lines, build out for parked cars.

Proposals 4 & 7: Village gates
& relocated bus stop.

Proposal 17:
Revised A27
signage.

Proposal 14: Drop
kerb for cyclists.
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School Area, Almshouse Crossing and Bus Stop
Our Problem:
•
•
•
•

Difficult to cross road safely at the bus stop for children on school route, for the
elderly and visitors to the Ruins, with an accessibility problem as no drop kerb on
either side of road.
Route to Church from parking at village hall unclear and unsafe.
Standing area at southbound bus stop limited and no footway to Priory access.
Fast moving vehicles in the vicinity.

At 9am 85th percentile speed southbound 39.2mph. Mean average speed 33.8mph
At 3pm 85th percentile speed southbound 37.7mph. Mean average speed is 32.0mph
Bus Stop

School has signage but no
20mph & flashing lights at drop
off & pick up times

Village signage directing visitors across road

View south down The Street from west side of road at start of school safety zone

No footway from bus stop into
Priory approach road

No drop kerb
Approach road to Priory & ruins

No drop kerb

Pedestrians need to be more visible
to passing drivers

View from Almshouses across The Street to southbound bus stop
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Our suggested solution:
1) School Safety Zone
2) Almshouses Crossing
3) Bus stop buildout /drop kerb both sides, new footway link
•

Upgrade the School Safety Zone with flashing signs and 20mph restrictions at ‘drop
off’ and ‘pick up’ times (as part of LTIP scheme).

•

Make pedestrians more visible at bus stop crossing point. Building out kerb both
sides, enhancing the paved area at the bus stop, creating courtesy crossing.

•

Add drop kerbs both sides for accessibility.

•

Appropriate street furniture also to be considered to maximise visibility of courtesy
crossing.

Target design speed of 25 to 30mph, slowing to 15 to 20mph by village centre. Impose
20mph zone at school ‘drop off’/’pick up’ times.

The kerb & standing area at bus stop south
bound

The sloping footway & kerb on west side of road
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Build outs and
drop kerbs
proposed for
visibility and
accessibility

Schematic of School Safety Zone, Almshouse Crossing and Bus stop area
Village Hall
& Car Park

Start of
DSSZ

School Route

Move bus stop
a few metres
north. New
drop kerb, add
build out and
footway

Existing
Path & new
crossing to
& from bus
stop

Almshouses
for elderly

Existing bus stop

School

Ent

Existing DSSZ pa
rking restrictions

Entrance to Priory and Ruins

Start of
DSSZ
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Benefits:
•

Improved Crossing:
o Substantially enhances
journey for all on foot with
less intimidation of
pedestrians, school
children, elderly, visitors.
o Encourages journeys on
foot to school, Priory and
Church and other village
amenities.
o Encourages journeys by bus.

Boxgrove Village Hall public car park on west side of The
Street. Priory & Ruins on eastside of road

o Provides Priory Ruins, Church and St Blaise Centre safer and more accessible
route to and from the designated public car park at the village hall.
o Improved accessibility to bus stop for disabled and elderly, buggy users.
•

School Safety Zone:
o Makes journey to and from school safer for school children and parents.
o Raises driver awareness at critical drop off and pick up times.

Boxgrove school
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Northern Entrance Area and Crossing
Our Problem:
•

No clear village entrance indicating change from apparent country road to village.

•

Vehicles moving at speeds in excess of legal limit entering village from Halnaker even
though this is designated 30mph zone.

•

Difficult to cross road safely at this point for children (school route), elderly, visitors,
wheelchair users to and from Halnaker and the Public Right of Way network, as well
as the clinic and sports gym. Pedestrians not visible to passing vehicles early enough.

•

‘Red’ zone road markings south of crossing point completely degraded providing no
alert of crossing or village entrance.

•

No footway on east side of road results in pedestrians walking on the highway.

At 6am mean average speed southbound 33.8mph. 85th percentile speed 39.2mph.
At 6pm mean average speed southbound 32.8mph. 85th percentile speed 38.9mph.

Crossing point beyond village sign

Village has no highly visible entrance statement signalling
change from ‘country’ road to village. Only small Boxgrove
sign in poor state of repair.
View southbound from Halnaker into Boxgrove at village entrance
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Pedestrians have to stand on
sloping, slippery , narrow path to
see and be seen

Pedestrians not visible to
passing vehicles early enough

View at village entrance, across The Street from east to west at PROW

View at village entrance northbound from west
side of The Street

Vehicles pass very close to
pedestrians as accelerating
into perceived country zone

No footway from crossing to
access for clinic & businesses.
Pedestrians walk on highway

Existing red zone south of crossing in very
poor state of repair
View at village entrance southbound from west side of The Street
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Our suggested solution:
5) Northern gateway with signage and 30mph road roundel
6) Northern Pedestrian Courtesy Crossing and verge footway
•

Install highly visible village gates and entrance statement with signage. Reposition
village sign as appropriate when gate location confirmed.

•

Consider addition of a rumble strip in the road for southbound drivers as added alert
(No housing nearby to cause noise concerns).

•

Make pedestrians more visible at crossing with built out kerb with appropriate street
furniture, enhancing paving with tactile surface and adding drop kerbs for
accessibility.

•

Add footway from crossing to Clinic entrance road.

Target design speed in this area of 25 to 30mph.

Benefits:
•

Drivers more aware of pedestrians and more cautious.

•

Less intimidating for pedestrians, school children, elderly, visitors to and from
Halnaker and the Public Right of Way (PROW) network.

•

Encourages journeys on foot to shop, school, Priory, pub, village hall and clinic.

•

Far better access to Boxgrove and Halnaker
for disabled, elderly and young families with
buggies.

•

Added footway to clinic gets people off the
carriageway when crossing to the village hall
public car park.

•

Circular walking and running routes around
village become more accessible and safer.
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Boxgrove PROW

Schematic of Northern gateway/entrance, courtesy crossing and footway
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Southern Entrance Area and Bus Stop
Our Problem:
•

Vehicles transitioning from 70mph on A27 to village 30mph S bend. Potentially
unsighted stationary bus.

•

No clear village entrance indicating change of environment from major trunk road to
village.

•

Very narrow footpath (1 metre) north of bend, pedestrians intimidated by proximity,
speed and volume of vehicles passing so close.

•

Commuter traffic excessive, particularly at rush hour when pedestrians also leaving
or returning to and from work, school, shop.

•

Bus Stop at south end of Boxgrove on narrow footway (1 metre). No room for
pedestrians to pass safely. Often need to step into road to pass.

At 6am northbound mean average speed 26.4mph. 85th percentile speed is 31.1mph
At 6pm northbound mean average speed 22.6mph. 85th percentile speed is 28.4mph

No clear, highly visible village entrance
statement signalling transition from A27 trunk
road (70mph) to village (30mph)

View northbound at southern entrance into Boxgrove
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Very narrow pavement to stand for bus or pass safely if people
waiting for bus

View at northbound bus stop on The Street

View at northbound bus stop on The Street

Our suggested solution:
7) Southern gateway with signage and 30mph road roundel
4) Bus stop relocation (southern) – pursuing as LTIP action with WSCC
•

Install highly visible village gates and entrance statement with improved and more
impactful village signage. Communicates sense of place/environment change.

•

Add 30MPH roundel (or similar) on northbound side of road for added impact.

•

Relocate bus stop southwards about 40m to avoid queuing on narrowest part of the
footway in The Street.

•

Provide benches on ‘bulge’ for waiting passengers (possible village funding initiative).
Traffic to wait as bus loads and unloads, overtaking permissible in line with highway
code.

•

Keep double white lines until safely around bend and past new bus stop location.

Target design speed of 20 to 25mph in this area of the village.
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Schematic of southern gateway/entrance and bus stop relocation

Existing
bus stop

New position of
bus stop

New Village
gates/entrance
statement

Move existing
Boxgrove sign
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2+ metre wide pavement south of existing
bus stop location. Better visibility for all
road users

View northbound at southern end of Boxgrove at Priors Acre

Benefits:
•

Less intimidation of pedestrians, school children, elderly, visitors, particularly at peak
rush hour and travel times encouraging journeys on foot or by bike.

•

Drivers more cautious and prepared when encountering pedestrians.

•

Exiting from Priors Acre by car and bike made easier. Less vehicle idling at this
junction reducing emissions and noise.

•

Stopped bus more visible to following traffic.

•

More space for pedestrians to wait for bus which encourages bus travel.

•

Adequate visibility for north bound traffic to pass stationary bus safely (in accordance
with highway code).

Note: Bus stop re-location proposal is being pursued as a LTIP action with WSCC Highways
but is included here for completeness.
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Village centre area and Church Lane crossing
Our Problem:
•

Narrowest section of The Street (4.5mtres wide), footway only on one side &
narrow.

•

Pedestrians intimidated by close proximity of moving traffic at this narrow point with
incidents of pedestrians being struck by passing vehicle mirrors close to the footway.

•

The Street is used by Bus service and Emergency Service traffic from Tangmere.

•

Shop parking is ad-hoc, some drivers parking too far into road or alternatively
parking too far onto the pavement. The shop is growing village meeting place.

•

All parking is on west side of road creating road narrowing.

•

No sense of shared space for all users in this congested part of village.

•

Pedestrians crossing The Street north of shop have limited visibility of traffic,
particularly with multiple parked cars on west side of street north of shop.

At 6am northbound mean average speed is 30.0mph. 85th percentile speed northbound is
35.5mph.
At 6pm southbound mean average speed 28.1mph. 85th percentile speed southbound is
33.2mph.

Ill-defined road edging does
not guide vehicles to the
centre space away from the
narrow pavement and walls

Very narrow, poorly surfaced
pavement on west side of The Street.
Pedestrians extremely close to
passing vehicles and need to step
into road to pass others on foot

View north of The Street in village centre

Central white line undermines the need to
share road space in the village centre at
this narrowest section of road
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Some drop kerb but
not at all parking
locations outside
and to north of
shop

Vehicles parking 50% on
walkway severely
restricting accessibility

View south down The Street in village centre at shop

View north up The Street in village centre at shop

Residents exiting Crouch Cross
Lane unable to see northbound
vehicles on The Street in good
time to pull out safely

Drop kerb on west side of The Street north of
shop. Pedestrians not visible early enough
when crossing to Church Lane to access
footpath network, Priory or St Blaise.
Particularly when multiple cars parked on
west side of street north of shop

View north up The Street in village centre at Church Lane junction
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Our suggested solution:
8) Lay-by/designated car bays in front of village shop
9) Added edge lining in centre/shop area
10) Courtesy crossing & build out at Church Lane
•

Remove centre white line to introduce uncertainty and redefine priorities.

•

Add drop kerb outside shop and to north of shop with designated parking bays
marked out in granite setts. 33% on footway and 66% in carriageway.

•

Add roadside edge treatment to give visual narrowing effect and encourage vehicles
to use central shared space away from narrow pavement and walls.

•

Resurface pavement to acceptable standard for users of wheelchairs and Zimmer
frames, aiding accessibility & mobility.

•

Add build out and courtesy crossing north of shop at Church Lane. This will improve
pedestrian visibility and move northbound vehicle to middle of road, making them
more visible from Crouch Cross Lane.

Target design speed of 15 to 20mph.

Benefits:
•

Less fear and intimidation from close proximity of live traffic for pedestrians, school
children (safe route to school), elderly, visitors to the shop and café.

•

Drivers more cautious as made more aware of village centre/narrowness of road
leading to improved pedestrian safety.

•

Being seen will make it easier to cross The Street at Church Lane to get to the church
and for those accessing the network of Public Rights of Way for health/well-being.

•

Better access to/from Church Lane for disabled, elderly, visitors, walkers.

•

Encourages use of village shop and café on foot, helping to sustain the business.
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Schematic of Village Centre and Church Lane Crossing
PROW
FP284

Add edge treatments to side of
road through village centre
Build out from existing drop
kerb for new courtesy crossing

Drop kerb and granite sett parking
bays near shop

Shop

Remove centre white
line

Red brick cottages with handmade roof tiles on narrow stretch
of The Street facing Church Lane
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Priory Close Area, Bus Stop and Crossing
Our Problem:
•

No clear, visible crossing point to and from southbound bus stop at Priory Close.

•

Pedestrians have difficulty to see and be seen behind a line of parked cars.

•

No drop kerbs or paving to access bus stop for disabled, pushchair users.

•

No Link footway network from Priors Acre development to bus stop

•

Live traffic conflicted at point where parked cars are located on west side of road.
Causes vehicles to stop/start as no clear line of sight.

•

Traffic southbound using bus lay-by and Prior Close as extension to carriageway

At 12noon northbound mean average speed is 25.9mph. 85th percentile speed southbound is
29.7mph.
At 12noon northbound mean average speed is 21.5mph. 85th percentile speed northbound is
27.5mph.

Southbound cars forced to use bus lay-by by
unsighted northbound traffic

No courtesy crossing to and from
bus stop. No drop kerb and no
footway along tree line to bus
stop.

Central white line undermines need to share
highway with parked cars on west side of
road. South bound traffic priority

Difficult for pedestrians to see
and be seen when crossing road
to bus stop when behind row of
parked cars

View south down The Street from west side of road looking across to southbound bus stop
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Southbound bus stop

No courtesy crossing to bus
stop. No drop kerb at bus stop

View across The Street from west side of road looking to southbound bus stop

Southbound bus stop

Parked cars on west side of
The Street. Need to guide
northbound vehicles into
shared space early for good
visibility

Central white line undermines
concept of shared road space
when 25-30% of road is
blocked by parked cars

View north up The Street from east side of road at Priory Close entrance
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Bus lay-by and Priory
Close both used as
extensions of
highway by
southbound traffic

Our suggested solution:
11) Southbound Bus lay-by at Priory Close and crossing and linking footway
12) Build out south of parked cars at Priory Close
13) Centre white line removal through village

•

Keep double white lines until safely around bends, then remove centre white lines.

•

Formalise parking area on west side of The Street with appropriate road marking or
buildout to channel vehicles much earlier into shared space, remove centre white
lines and add street furniture appropriate for shared space.

•

Add white lines to Priory Close entrance.

•

Add suitable courtesy crossing at north end of Priory Close, including build outs and
drop kerbs to aid visibility and accessibility to the bus stop.

•

Highlight bus lay-by as such, mark off from highway.

Target design speed of 20 to 25mph.

Benefits:
•

Less intimidation of pedestrians, school children, elderly, visitors using the bus.

•

Easier and safer to cross road to bus stop – able to see and be seen.

•

Better accessibility to bus stop for disabled and elderly.

•

Dropped kerbs aid movement across The Street with pushchairs and mobility
scooters.

•

Motor vehicles channelled in orderly way into shared road space. Given plenty of
forward vision in good time to see oncoming traffic and take appropriate action in a
smooth manner reducing stop and start driving and decreasing emissions and noise.

•

Encourages use of Bus when bus stop more accessible.

•

More accessible link through to Priors Acre development.
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Schematic of Priory Close Crossing, buildout for cars and revised bus layby

Courtesy crossing
buildout

New drop kerb and
footway to bus stop

Pathway from Priors Acre
development

Bus
stop

Build up or line
existing bus lane.
Add footway.

Build out or road
marking to recognise
parked cars and to
filter traffic early into
shared space

Remove
centre white
line
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South end of The Street -- Tangmere Cycle Route
Our problem:
•

No defined route for cyclists at southern end of The Street. Required to dismount or
bounce up kerb to access A27 foot and cycle bridge.

No drop kerb for
cyclist to use to
access the A27
pedestrian and
cycle bridge

No signage for cyclist to
use A27 pedestrian and
cycle bridge

Add drop kerb for cyclist to
use to access the A27
pedestrian and cycle
bridge

View south from end of The Street to bridge

Our suggested solution:
14) Drop kerb for cyclists at A27 bridge
•

Add drop kerb and white line at end of The Street and signage.

Benefits:
•

Supports use of foot and cycle way to Tangmere and into Chichester.

•

Encourages use of the Tangmere cycle route through Boxgrove (appendix 7).

•

Reduced likelihood of cyclist injury.
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Crouch Cross Lane Area
Our Problem:
•

Drivers attempting to exit Crouch Cross Lane have restricted visibility of approaching
northbound vehicles.

•

Traffic on The Street needs to be aware of vehicles waiting to pull out from side
roads and adopt caution.

•

There was a serious accident at the Crouch Cross Lane junction on June 21, 2013.

Vehicles travelling north on The
Street not seen in good time for
safe exit from Crouch Cross Lane

View north on The Street at Crouch Cross Lane
intersection
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Our suggested solution:
15) Crouch Cross Lane roundabout/intersection redesign

•

Roundabout effect for Crouch Cross Lane intersection.

•

Create ‘centre of village’ effect. Include appropriate village street furniture.
Reprioritisation of
road junction
Build out
roadside

Cut into verge and
move village sign

Benefits:
•

Gives traffic at Crouch Cross Lane more
visibility of approaching live traffic.

•

Roundabout effect deprioritises junction for all
drivers & heightens need for caution.

•

Enhances the look of the central part of the
village and improves sense of place.
Reinforces and signals the centre of the village,
a place where more pedestrians are likely to
be, to all road users.

•

•

Allows freer flowing traffic (at slower speeds)
thus reducing increased emissions from idling
cars in Crouch Cross Lane.
Visualisation of possible solution
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Total Village Area – Overall Speeds

Our Problem:
•

It is not policy to have a 20mph
speed limit unless traffic is travelling
at less that 25mph.

• Without implementation of all

previous proposals to village road
layout, markings and
features, implementation of a
20mph limit is not feasible.

Our suggested Solution:
16) 20mph speed limit
•

Implement all proposed engineering
changes to the village to reduce
design speeds to the desired level
then change signage to 20mph.

Benefits:
•

This final step would lead to Sat Nav ‘fastest route’ calculations guiding drivers to
use the faster and safer route via Temple Bar reducing rat run traffic through the
village.

•

Reduced vehicle flow through the village will raise the ‘sense of place’ and reinforce
Boxgrove heritage qualities as a pleasant place to visit and a quiet place to be.

•

Village emissions and noise levels would be lower.
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A27 Intersection Area
Our Problem:
•

Boxgrove used as rat run by commuter and business traffic. 4000 vehicle per day -A27 & Tangmere to & from A285 & Lavant.

•

Present signage does not advise or encourage use of Temple Bar interchange route
to A285 which is faster and safer and reduces stop and start motoring and emissions.

• Signs on A27 directs traffic for Halnaker through Boxgrove.

East Bound

West Bound

Our suggested Solution:
17) A27 signage – pursuing with Highways England via Parish Council
•
•
•

Change signs to direct Halnaker & northbound & ’bypass’ traffic via A285 & Temple
Bar interchange (safer and faster).
Improve signage for west bound traffic to Halnaker at Temple Bar Interchange.
Utilise the very effective by-pass around Boxgrove for non-essential traffic but still
allowing access to shop/businesses, other village amenities and places of interest.

Benefits:
•

Provides through traffic with guidance on the safer and faster route.

•

Reduces idling traffic (emissions & noise) at both ends of Boxgrove at peak times as
they attempt to exit onto the A285 and A27.

•

Reduces queuing traffic which slows buses and causes timetable disruption.

•

Potential to reduce Halnaker crossroads ‘straight across’ and ’right turn’ movements
reducing likelihood of accidents at the junction.
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Appendix 1: Traffic Data – West Sussex Highways, November 2017

Boxgrove – South of Priory Close. Southbound results

Boxgrove – South of Priory Close. Northbound results
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Boxgrove –South of Labernum House. Northbound results

Boxgrove –South of Labernum House. Southbound results
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Boxgrove – North of School. Northbound results

Boxgrove –North of School. Southbound results
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Appendix 2: Improvement Scheme Priority Assessment Scorecard (ISPAS)
This is our assessment of the benefits of our proposals using the West Sussex County
Council ISPAS.

Transport and Public Space
Journey time:
Improve journey time reliability:
o Encouraging use of A27 and A285 via Temple Bar reduces journey times for north and west bound
travellers and reduces stop and start journeys for significantly reduced emissions
o Pedestrians – slower traffic encourages pedestrian journeys to shop, school, Priory, clinic
o Improves quality of journey with less intimidation of pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders, school
children, elderly
o Easier to cross road to school, shop, church and bus stops
o Helpful to residents and visitors to Priory, Ruins, school, St Blaise Church and Centre, BVH and shop
o Better access to bus stops
o NP survey identified speed of traffic as major negative factor
Reduces journey time:
o Encouraging use of A27 and A285 via Temple Bar reduces journey times for north and west bound
traffic and reduces stop and start journeys for reduced emissions
Improves consistency of travellers’ experience:
o Reliable journey every day
o Ensures bus timetable kept
o Takes into consideration all road users, pedestrians, cyclists, public transport all well as cars
o Gives equal status to cars, pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders – addresses balance between traffic
and pedestrians
o No detriment to live traffic as there is already a safer and quicker alternative Boxgrove by-pass
provided at Temple Bar
Mobility and Access:
Reduces or removes barriers to severance and physical activity:
o More formalised parking spaces outside shop to improve passage of wheelchairs and pushchairs as
well as keeping space for buses and ambulances to pass
o Slower traffic means less intimidation for those who need free movement on/off pavement with push
chairs, electric buggies and mobility frames
o New crossing points will aid visibility for vehicles and pedestrians through buildouts.
o Dropped kerbs aid movement across The Street at new crossing points
o The footway is not wide enough up or down the Street, forcing mobility scooters to use the
carriageway with live traffic
Increases access to sustainable transport
o Southern and northern bus stops re-location gives better, safer access
o Improves access to local services
o Better crossing points and drop kerbs to school, Priory, shop, village hall, recreation ground
Costs:
o Revenue increase for Bus Company from more passengers travelling
o Easier and safer access will encourage increased bus use and decrease unit cost and improve
sustainability
o Encourages less car use, saving people money by more people walking and cycling to and from
Tangmere facilities – doctor, dentist, post office, school, shop, museum, church, war graves, cash
machine, employment centres .
Safety:
Reduces Road Traffic Incidents (RTI’s):
o Slower speeds reduce likelihood and severity of incidents
o Better calming measures increase awareness and affect driver risk assessments causing them to drive
more carefully
o Clearer crossing points will increase driver awareness
o Ambiguity of priorities increase awareness and reduce speeds
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o
o
o

Lower speeds decrease pedestrian intimidation and increases more trips on foot
Monitoring of speeds – Data from WSCC data collection points in Appendix 1
Low speeds, lower risk of major injury /fatality

Reduces the fear of crime; use evidence from personal Injury:
o Pedestrians clipped by wing mirrors of vehicles at narrowest part of The Street caused by traffic
travelling too fast given their width
o Major incident at Cross Cross Lane in 2013. Many near misses not reported
o Evidence of actual speeds vs design speeds – see data collected, Appendix 1
o Multiple incidences at Halnaker crossroads including recently a 3 vehicle accident on Friday Feb 10,
2018
Realm:
Improves value of public realm:
o From results of Boxgrove NP survey: Question : what do you think the weaknesses or negatives of our
community are? 83% of residents (197 people) sited excessive vehicle speeds; volume of traffic 54%;
requirement for improved pedestrian (perception of) safety 44%
o Most of The Street is in the Conservation Area with many listed buildings (1 scheduled monument, 13
listed buildings, 23 positive unlisted buildings) and speed and volume of traffic was identified by the
character appraisals to having a huge negative impact
o New gates and signage will inform drivers that they are entering a residential area and area of ancient
historical interest contrasting with the major highway in the south and the country road from the
north.
o Most of the important features of Boxgrove of interest for visitors are accessed from The Street. The
Village Hall, St Blaises, the Priory and Ruins of the Monastic Bldgs.
o There are numerous events including weddings and concerts which involve the Village Hall and its car
park.
o Speeding traffic discourages visitors
o Boxgrove is ‘Home to the Priory and Boxgrove Man’
o Conservation area demands that street engineering is carried out sympathetically and to the approval
of the conservation officer.
Enhances experience of public space:
o Slower traffic will increase the awareness of the important buildings in the Conservation Area (CA)
o More awareness of the CA will encourage owners to take more care of walls and frontages
Encourages public use
o Better, easier and safer access to the special buildings and venues will increase both visitor and
resident numbers encouraging walking rather than using the restricted number of parking spaces
o Public have confidence to be socialising in The Street, looking out for neighbours, exercise, watching
out for elderly residents, playing in the street, street parties, more use of village playing fields and play
area, reduction in litter thrown from vehicles

Economic Growth

Employment:
Would encourage;
o Easier and more attractive to walk and cycle to Tangmere and Chichester employment centres and
businesses
o Access to village shop and Clinic and health activity centre easier and safer, also to the flower shop,
B&B’s , vineyard experience and public house at Halnaker
New Business:
o Raising Boxgrove profile as a ‘tourist destination’ will attract inward investment in terms of
AirBnB/B&B/places to stay, work for tradesman
o Get to Goodwood and Chichester by Bus! Shop in village or Tangmere!, Historical centres in walking
distance in Boxgrove, Halnaker and Tangmere,
Reduced operating cost
o All proposals support efficient/sustainable movement of people and goods
o More customers for village shop
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Commercial growth
o All proposals support local business growth by encouraging use of facilities in Boxgrove for residents
and visitors alike
Development opportunities:
o Proposals all support better access and movement for any local housing or business development
Housing:
o Safe route to school, village hall, shop, Church, clinic, PROW
o Making highway safe to walk and cycle makes it attractive for new house buyers
o Vehicle access in and out of village is good – attractive for commuter and bus rider
o Safe Cycle route to Chichester should be advertised more
Regeneration/deprivation:
o All proposals raise the standards of accessibility and safety from previous outdated levels

Environmental impacts

Carbon Emissions:
o Safer pavements and crossings encourages shift to walking, cycling and bus usage
o Directing cars to use Temple Bar interchange reduces stop and start nature of driving via Boxgrove
village leading to better emission performance. Temple Bar is also away from housing
o More visible pedestrian crossings guide drivers to be more cautious (only stopping and starting if
necessary) move at constant speed
o Village gates encouarage drivers to move at sensible steady speed through village – Welcome to
Boxgrove, Please Drive carefully through our village. Or ‘ We welcome you, please respect this space’
‘Community Speed Watch in action’
Impacts on air quality other than Co2:
o Directing vehicles to use Temple Bar rather than Boxgrove rat run would reduce village emissions –
pedestrians close to exhaust in Boxgrove. No stop and start using Temple Bar intersection
Impacts on surrounding environment:
o More considerate driving speeds would reduce damage to conservation area walls and buildings as
well as footways and verges
o Lower speeds reduces noise.
o Slowing vehicles through gates and across new crossings would be desirable

Feasibility and Deliverability

Needs assessment:
o As set out in this document
Deliverability of scheme:
o High feasibility – no major roadworks
o Evidence base available
o Design solutions developed to a high degree based on bench marking other villages in West Sussex
and beyond
Land Acquisition:
o No new land required. All within highway boundary
Stakeholder support:
o Neighbourhood Plan survey supports
o Village consultation and surgeries undertaken – positive results (see bubble chart page 10 and NP
data)
o County, District and Parish member support
Funding/Budget:
o LTIP opportunity for school safety zone and crossing
o Possible PC funding opportunity for street furniture to further enhance sense of place
o Use of any available Section 106/CIL monies
o Crowd funding may have potential

Policy support
o
o
o

Proposals support county level plans and policy
Plans support Community plans and policy
See policy Appendix
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Appendix 3: Neighbourhood Plan survey data
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Appendix 4: Village self-help Initiatives 2017
Supporting United Nations
International ‘Go slow week’ and
conducting a village spring clean
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Volunteers supporting United Nations International
‘Go slow week’ and the village spring clean

United Nations International ‘Go slow
week’ school art competition display

Add community speed watch photo?
Any other village self-help initiatives?
Pictures of verge posts
School engagement
Village clean up – signs, verges, bus stops,
News articles
Villager engagement through Bugle (parish magazine)article and public
consultation/surgeries
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Village Community Speed Watch
operating 8 hours a week
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Appendix 5: Policy
The main strategic objectives of the West Sussex Local Transport Plan 2011-26 are:
1. Providing economic growth
2. Tackling climate change
3. Providing access to services, employment and housing
4. Improving safety, security and health

Key parts of the strategy are :
1. Reducing unnecessary trips by motorised vehicles and encouraging the use of more sustainable modes of
transport
2. Working in partnership with service providers and stakeholders to set priorities
3. Enabling disadvantaged people to access employment opportunities, key services and social networks
4. Reducing the risk of death or injury due to transport incidents through engineering, training and publicity,
particularly targeted at vulnerable road users
5. Encouraging and enabling physically active travel such as walking and cycling through behaviour changes,
initiatives and provision of information and education
6. Investing in new infrastructure which improves the county and creates safer conditions for all, and
particularly vulnerable road users.
All of which contribute to WSCC's overall objectives to improve the quality of life for those who live, work in
and visit West Sussex.
Great importance is placed on community involvement which is central to the delivery of the vision in the
Government’s White Paper on 'Making Sustainable Transport Happen'. Great emphasis is also given to WSCC
working alongside communities and involving them in local decision making.
The Government publication Manual for Streets 2007 (MfS) provides new advice on how to design residential
streets and represents a strong Government commitment to the creation of sustainable and inclusive public
spaces. MfS focusses primarily on lightly trafficked residential streets but the key priorities may be applied to
other types of street. Indeed, a clear distinction can be drawn between streets and roads.
Roads are essentially highways whose main function is accommodating the movement of motor vehicles.
Streets are typically lined with buildings and public spaces and whilst vehicle movement is still a key function,
there are several other types of movement of which the place function is the most important.
Key parts of MfS are:
1. There is a need to transform the quality of residential streets
2. Streets should not be designed just to accommodate the movement of vehicles and a prior consideration is
that they meet the needs of pedestrians and cyclists
3. Increasing consideration should be given to the 'place' function of streets
4. MfS introduces a user hierarchy in which pedestrians are considered first in the design process as part of a
movement framework
5. Making the local environment convenient and attractive to walk can help the vibrancy of a community and
reduce reliance on motor transport
6. The propensity to walk is influenced not only by distance but the quality of the walking experience
7. Of particular importance to pedestrians is the ease at which they can cross the street and also route
continuity
8. Width need not be a constant over the length of a street and localised narrowing to a single lane can be
used to calm traffic
9. The design speed should normally be a maximum of 20mph
10.The use of centre lines is not an absolute requirement and on residential roads there is little to suggest that
they offer any safety benefits
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Appendix 6: Boxgrove Conservation Area
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Appendix 7: Tangmere cycle route through Boxgrove

Tangmere
Cycle
Route
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Difficulty:
Distance: 7.7 Km
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